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Editorial

Welcome to the Summer edition of The Bolt Magazine.
In this edition we feature a variety of articles.
Our writers discuss the following topics:
Priyesh gives a guide to The Marvel.
Levi talks about Hayfever: what it is and tips on how to manage it.
Muhammad talks about AI technology and if videos games affect blood pressure and
heart rate.
We also talk about Forntnite: Battle Royale.
Cameron looks at the Amur Leopard and how we can stop them being endangered.
And For ‘A Day In The Life,’ Miss Brearley and Dr Reeson are in the hot seat
From all of ‘The Bolt’ team I hope you enjoy this edition.
Aashir Khan, Editor

A Day In The Life Of:
Miss Brearley & Dr. Reeson
(Before they leave us this year)

What do you enjoy most about teaching?
Miss Brearley – The holidays…I mean, communicating the significance of the English language on the world in which we live.
Dr. Reeson -Tricking pupils into believing that what some Romans did 2000 years
ago is hugely important and interesting

What is your favourite food or drink, and why?
Miss Brearley – Diet Coke, French red and any Italian food.
Dr. Reeson - All of it. I could happily live off camembert for the remainder of my life
(which would be brief and antisocial).

What is your favourite all-time movie (or book) and why?
Miss Brearley – My favourite film is the cheesy (but hilarious) The Proposal. My favourite book is Jane Eyre.
Dr. Reeson - Jaws is the best movie ever made – no arguments. I recently gave a commendation to a boy who was wearing a Jaws T-shirt on non-uniform day, on the
grounds of exceptional good taste.

What is your dream pet or your favourite animal?
Miss Brearley – English Springer Spaniel
Dr. Reeson - My pet Beagle is my dream pet. Or at least she is on the rare occasions
when she’s not being my nightmare pet.

What unusual hobbies (if any) do you have?
Miss Brearley – Horse riding
Dr. Reeson - Like all teachers, my life outside school is utterly ordinary.

What country would you like to visit and why?
Miss Brearley – I have always wanted to visit New Zealand. Maybe one day…
Dr. Reeson - Japan. What’s not to like about a culture that revolves around video
games and eating raw fish?

Is there anything on your bucket list that you would like to do that you
have not already done?
Miss Brearley – A holiday driving around France living off wine and cheese!
Dr. Reeson - Time travel. I’d like to think I would use my first trip in a time machine
to go and meet the Roman poet Ovid; actually, I’d probably go to the first ever
screening of Jaws in 1975 and give away spoilers to the audience just before they’re
shown on screen.
Thank you very much for letting us get to know you more and we wish you the very
best in your new job roles!
Owais Khalid 9d

Hay fever: What is it?
This time of year can be a nightmare for millions of people in
the UK. If you have hay fever, you will know what it is like.
It’s absolutely debilitating for a lot of people. Allergic rhinitis or
hay fever is an inflammation in the nose which is caused by allergens in the air. These allergens come from pollen. To be precise, three types of pollen: grass pollen, tree pollen and weed
pollen. Symptoms usually include: runny or stuffy nose, sneezing, red, itchy or watery eyes, also swelling around the eyes.
Did you know? If you are allergic to birch pollen, you may also
be allergic to the skin of apples and potatoes. For me, whenever
I eat an apple in hay fever season, I will get an itchy mouth so
an apple a day does not keep the doctor away! Hay fever is more
severe for people who suffer from asthma, they can experience
even more wheezing and breathlessness than they would normally.

You can also get hay fever from animals which may carry pollen from outside. Being around animals at a young age will help
your immune system so asking your parents if you can have a
dog is a good excuse.
Hay fever only occurs in hay fever season which is usually May
to August depending on where you live in the world. It is the
fifth most common disease and last year alone, 20 million people from the US were diagnosed with hay fever. To find out how
bad your hay fever might be on any day during summer, you can
check the ‘pollen count’. This year, the pollen count is set to
reach a twelve year high. In the UK it is estimated that there are
18 million hay fever sufferers. Over 88% of children suffer

from sleep problems due to hay fever which leads to daytime fatigue so it wouldn’t be great to think that all summer examinations didn’t exist.
Now, I am going to give you some tips on how to manage your
hay fever. There is no cure unfortunately, but here are some
do’s and don’ts.
Do:
 Put Vaseline around your nostrils to trap pollen
 Wear wraparound sunglasses to stop pollen getting into
your eyes
 Shower and change your clothes after you’ve been outside
to wash off pollen
 Stay indoors whenever possible, keep windows and doors
closed as often as possible
 Vacuum regularly and dust with a damp cloth
 Wet your eyes with a damp cloth when itchy or red.
Don’ts:
 Cut grass or walk on grass
 Spend too much time outside
 Keep fresh flowers in the house
 Smoke or be around smoke (it makes symptoms worse)
 Dry clothes outside because they catch pollen, let pets into
the house (if possible, leave the dog that you convinced
your parents to get for you outside!) they carry pollen on
their fur.
One of the best ways to deal with hay fever is to take a shower
as often as possible (not baths).
A pharmacist can also help with hay fever because certain tablets and eye drops can help symptoms but if these tablets do not
help then you should see your GP – they may prescribe steroids.
If you can’t speak to your GP and don’t know what do next,
then call 111.

You could visit a private clinic to receive a Kenalog injection,
which provides relief from hay fever for the whole season, this
injection was a ‘miracle cure’ and used to be given on the NHS
but they stopped giving this years ago because of possible side
effects. These injections cost around £100. Another treatment
can be immunotherapy. This injection involves small amounts
of pollen being given to you in injection or tablet form (usually
in the winter months) which helps to build up immunity to the
allergens. Another way to reduce hay fever symptoms is having
then odd gin and tonic! Hmm, that’s why my mum’s hay fever
hasn’t been too bad this year.
So why is hay fever the worst it has been for the last twelve
years? The statistics blame our modern lifestyle including factors such as obsessive hygiene and excessive use of antibiotics.
Above all, air pollution due to traffic is a huge factor in the upsurge in hay fever as exhaust fumes help weaken pollen grains,
making them split open and release all the nasty allergens inside.
So, hopefully you have learned something from this article.
Maybe now you know what hay fever actually is or maybe you
have it and have learned some new tips and ways to help reduce
your symptoms. I hope you enjoyed the article and have a great,
hay fever-free summer break!

By Levi Higham, 7D

The Bolt Magazine
Science, the World and Technology
Welcome to a new summer edition of ‘Science, the World and Technology’. This
summer, I discuss a range of interesting topics – one for each of the above subheadings. The hot topics for this term are:
-

Science: Do video games affect blood pressure and heart rate?
The World: The Quest to Save the World
Technology: Artificial intelligence – Stranger or Friend?

Also included in this scientific edition is the “Did you know?” mind-bobbling fact and
a great scientific word, to shout out in lessons (only joking…)
Scientific word of the term:

Aka. A brain freeze.
Did you know?

Science: Do video games affect blood pressure
and heart rate?

Abstract
Today’s technologically savvy kids often play video games in their everyday lives. These games
bring both negative and positive benefits to the player. It may potentially be positive because
it increases the benefits of hand co-ordination and quick-thinking is also involved. It can also
be rather negative as longer hours in front of a screen can lead to impaired eyesight and
would increase the chances of obesity. However, our experiment is not for studying whether
video games increases obesity, but to see whether video games cause an impact on blood
pressure and heart rate.
Introduction
‘Shadow Fight 2’ is a violent/fighting themed game produced by the game developer company
Nekki.
This game is the main variable of the practical. It enables the player to challenge different
fighters at each level. If the player can successfully destroy its opponent, it will move on to the
next level where a fiercer and slightly more challenging opponent would be given and a better
weapon is provided. The brain plays an intrinsic role in the experiment. This is because impulses from the optic nerve are sent to the brain to visualise the image and by using the
quick-thinking process, your vision has to be precise and rapid when fighting the opponent.
Hand co-ordination also matters and it increases your chances of winning the battle.
Our study was to show that when you pay attention to the game, it would increase the blood
pressure and heart rate. There were three pupils in the study team – myself, Laurence Britton
and Callum Cavanaugh. We were also the subjects of the experiment.
Hypothesis
In this experiment, the team listed their own suspected outcomes, before attempting the practical. This can be viewed below in the table.
Literature Review
Similar studies have been conducted by companies in the past and showed results like those
of ours. It supports our hypothesis.
Science Daily [1]: Researchers from Stockholm University and other institutions in Sweden
took part in this study. Studies have found that video games do have an effect on the heart
rate. Violent video games that involve fighting, killing etc. affect both heart rate and other biological systems in young boys from ages 12 to 15.
Medical News [2]: This study shows that children who spend too much time in front of a
screen leads to high blood pressure and increases the chances of a child being overweight or
obese. Data was taken from a sample of 630 children, who were aged between 8 to 11 years
old. Their blood pressure was measured before they spent their screen time and afterwards.
The data showed that the more screen time spent increased the blood pressure.

Person’s name
Laurence Britton
Callum
Cavanaugh
Muhammad
Choudhary

Prediction
Predicted that the results will increase till about the 8th minute
then start to fall as the person would get used to the game.
Believed that our heart rate would increase until about four minutes
and then stay the same and the blood pressure would follow the same
pattern.
Believed that the more time they played the experiment, the higher
their blood pressure and heart rate would go. If they were bored they
would stay relatively the same.

Method
We had used a set method which we followed to make sure the experiment provided accurate
results. It is essential in scientific experiments to have a fair test and also variables which you
follow to get the best results.
Equipment

Blank results table

Game: ‘Shadow Fight 2’

Blood pressure/heart rate monitor

Test subjects
The heart rate and blood pressure of the first test subject was monitored, before attempting
the game. After every 2 minutes, the heart rate and BP was checked and noted. However, the
person continued to play the game and therefore it did not cause any changes to the BP and
heart rate. The game was played by the subject for 10 minutes in total. After the game was
completed for ten minutes, the subject person’s heart rate and BP was checked again. This
method was repeated for the other two people.
Results
Each test subject is referred to as a letter. For example, Laurence is referred to as ‘Subject X’,
Callum as ‘Subject Y’ finally me as ‘Subject Z’.
Subjec t X
Minutes
0
2
4
6
8
10

BP - Systolic number
77
82
82
87
88
84

Heart rate (BPM)
101
102
105
113
108
95

Subjec t Y
Minutes
0
2
4
6
8
10

BP - Systolic number
76
85
81
85
86
85

Heart rate (BPM)
88
88
86
85
94
84

Subjec t Z
Minutes
0
2
4
6
8
10

BP - Systolic number
114
114
107
115
106
106

Heart rate (BPM)
100
103
98
103
103
95

Figure 1 – Tabl es of resul ts
These results can be seen easier below, in the form of a line graph.

Figure 2: Graph representing resul ts (an easier format)
Discussion/Analysis
Subject Y was the first test subject. His results are similar to the results of a person who
plays a lot of video games, therefore the results are lower and stayed somewhat steady
through the experiment.
Next we shall discuss Subject X’s results. The graph shows one of the predicted result lines.
The blood pressure slowly rose until the 6th minute, then slowly declined as the subject became used to the game. These results were done by a person who doesn’t play games frequently, therefore the results are quite high. The graph above shows all the results on one
graph. From this we can see that the person who plays video games the most has the lowest
results, and the two people who play the less games have higher results.
In hindsight, the results could have been drastically improved if a larger sample group was
used. This would have improved the reliability of the experiment.
Evaluation
The results were a vital element of the experiment, as it is what we used to evaluate the practical. This is what the graph shows the following:
The more you play games the lower your heart rate will be when playing them.
The less you play video games the bigger effect on your heart rate and blood pressure
as the game makes them much higher.
Usually the results will increase until the 6th minute then start to fall as the subject
become used to the game.
In regards to my results, the experiment could have been repeated again as the results were
potentially so high that they could be classified as anomalous.
Playing video games for longer hours will drastically increase your blood pressure and heart
rate, causing diseases such as cardiovascular disease and obesity. These are just a few common ones.

This message needs to come across all children who play games, so they know how too much
screen time involves a drastic change in the blood pressure and heart rate and how this can
bring many life-changing, negative impacts in the not-so distant future.
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Technology: Artificial Intelligence - Stranger or
Friend?

We al l use AI today whether it be on soc ial media or in the kitc hen, but as time fl ows
they may be overpowering us.
Every day, we advance in technology, creating new things and developing previous inventions. From the early man, learning how to make a fire, to the modern age where people can
now with a flick of their finger send calls to the other side of the globe. Now, one of the world’s
most common-used and popular technology is artificial intelligence. However, experts state
that no matter how beneficial AI may seem, it is a threat to humanity. But to what extent are
they correct?
Were the first robots created due to curiosity, or did they originate from ambitions? In his
notebooks, Leonardo Da Vinci sketches a plethora of different inventions, like cog work in a
moving knight, as figments of imagination. The first real robotics was in 1948, by William
Walter who made a truly autonomous robot tortoise. This invention sparked many more ideas
in the 20th century.
Although Frankenstein’s fictional “monster” was not really a robot, it raised questions that
may apply to robots: Is the creation of artificial life possible? Is it wise? What if we cannot
control our creations?
‘The development of full artificial intelligence could spell the end of the human race.’

In this quotation, Hawking accentuates the danger of AI. He states that artificial intelligence
has the possibility of wiping the human race, as it becomes more powerful and in more common use. His opinion suggest robots have no empathy or feelings towards us, they are just a
lump of metal and mechanism.
Humanoids will be powerful machines, but whether they are safe is the question asked by
many people. People who are fearing the development of robots. There have already been
many cases of robots injuring their users. The first case being the murder of Robert Williams
in 1954.
The RSA warns that AI can ‘undoubtedly cause the loss of some jobs’. Around 15 million jobs
will be taken over in the next decade.
They will be able to do everything better than humans.
In contrast, there are a surfeit of benefits and uses of artificial intelligence. AI is not a monolithic thing. Robots are able to perform designated tasks. South Korea aims to have a care robot in every house and the US army plans to use more military robots. There are robot dogs
that can help the blind, sensing obstacles.
A new robot has been specially designed to help young children on the autistic spectrum to
learn communication and interaction skills.
By 2050, it is estimated there will be more robots than cars.
‘AI will be the greatest technological advance since the internet turned the world into a living
stream of data’.
Garry Kasparov states the importance of bonding a relationship with artificial intelligence. He
implies that we must stop worrying about this latest technology. We do not clearly understand what AI may be capable of. Artificial intelligence is more subtle and will eventually
soon be better than the web, changing every aspect of our lives.
I was surprised at Kasparov’s quotation. After all, he was forced to resign a chess championship, after being beaten by a chess AI software. But perhaps, like many he wants peace between the technology and their users.
Artificial Intelligence is now progressing rapidly, becoming in every-day use. Google Now, Siri,
Cortana and Amazon Alexa are only a few examples of AI used. These personal assistants are
controlled by extravagant companies. Creating more of this technology will result in much
money being invested, for this trend to continue.
Should we forge a bond between artificial intelligence and humans? Personally, I think we
should. Humankind must revise their relationship with AI. We should be able to use them for
our benefits, we should use them to make the world a better place.
These robots should make our lives better, instead of wiping the human race. However, like
all our inventions, artificial intelligence is agnostic. It has the capability of being used for both
good and evil. What we must focus on are the inventions of the future and not the past. What
is your opinion on AI? Stranger or Friend?

The World: The Quest to Save the World
Over the past two terms, year 8s have worked hard in practicing and learning about conservation strategies. This section explains about our recent visits to Patterdale Hall where we completed the John Muir Discovery Award, and a joint biology and geography trip to Blackpool Zoo.
Animals. This short sentence brings a variety of thoughts to people in their minds. Animals are
the most fascinating creatures in the world, millions are found every year. Mammals are situated all around the globe, on land, under the sea or perhaps the sky. Each animal has their
own set of unique characteristics. Animals existed before humans were alive, appearing around
600 million years ago. They rely on other animals and natural food supply, for their own nutrition and wellbeing. They have also diversified into millions of different species.
As part of our year 8 geography course, we were fortunate enough to receive a visit to Blackpool Zoo to further increase our knowledge on the understanding of the Tropical rainforest
and how much it means to us. We saw a plethora of animals and learnt about their characteristics. The trip was organized by the geography and biology department, and on each day
the visit was helped by different members of staff in both departments.
We boarded the school coach and were excited at our forthcoming visit to Blackpool Zoo. On
the coach, we were entertained by listening to music, playing games or talking to our fellow
peers. Upon our arrival, we were warmly welcomed to the Zoo by the staff at Blackpool Zoo.
After being split into groups, we went with our teachers to our allocated destinations. This is
how a typical day to Blackpool Zoo with school may be like:
-

Interactive lesson about the rainforest animals, by the zoo staff

-

A show of one of the animals e.g. penguins, seals

-

Visiting all the animals in pairs

It was so fascinating to learn about all sorts of interesting animals and how we can potentially
save them from extinction. In particular, we learnt about the orangutans. I might take this
opportunity to discuss an intriguing, yet an endangered species – orangutans - and how you
can save them from extinction in the not-so-distant future.

The orangutans are facing extinction because of being illegally used as pets, being used for
bush meat. Palm oil plantations cause these unfortunate animals to be threatened for extinction and within 10-15 years they may no longer exist. However the main reason is that the
rainforest is being cut down.
Rainforests produce 20% of the world’s oxygen and provide this gas for us to breathe. They
are home to 50% of the world’s species and without the rainforest we are at risk of danger.
Rainforests are tremendously rich in animal life. Rainforests are populated with insects,
arachnids, worms, reptiles, amphibians, birds and mammals.

Many species of rainforest animals are endangered and many other have gone extinct as the
number of acres of rainforests on Earth decreases. But, there is a vast possibility that you
can save the rainforest from making small changes. Such as reducing the amount of palm oil
in foods or not wasting paper. Even though this may seem like the obvious answer, many
people are not taking this into practice.

I loved learning about all these animals and increasing my knowledge. Particularly, the project of ‘The Next David Attenborough’ which enabled pupils to further research a particular
animal. Consequently, I would like to give thanks to the biology and geography departments
and all other members of staff who helped the day to be great for us pupils. I would certainly
recommend it for future year 8s.

Final note from a Science and Arts Editor:
Please enjoy your summer holidays and remember to apply sun cream to avoid exposure to the sun. You don’t want
a bad holiday because of ultraviolet damaging you.
Whatever you do, remember science is always around you and there are so many things that you can do with it. If
you feel bored, here are some links to get you started?
https://bsboyschemistry.wordpress.com/2018/06/28/holid ay-scienc e/amp/?__twitter_impression=true

See you next time,
Muhammad Choudhary, Science and Arts’ Editor

Fortnite
Today I am talking about the famous game that is growing in popularity every day:
Fortnite. I am going to discuss the fun features of it, why it is so popular, and the different game modes that make it what it is.
Platforms: Play Station 4, Xbox One, PC, Mac, Nintendo Switch, iOS

Fortnite was originally a one-mode game, which is Save the World. Since Fortnite:
Battle Royale came out, Save the World became less and less popular. One reason is
because Save the World is a mode in which you have to pay for. The prices vary, as
you can get different packs, such as the Standard and Deluxe packs. Whereas, Fortnite: Battle Royale is free to play.
Save the World
Save the World is the original mode, which was free, but is paid now, where survival
is key. The storm came, erasing the population, and with it came monsters. You build
forts to protect yourself from the monsters that you have to battle. Before the monsters arrive, you have to search for materials to use to build, search for traps or defences, but most importantly, you need weapons. Craft everything you need to survive
the journey. You can team up with your friends and build the biggest forts possible.
To Save the World, you have to rescue survivors of the storm. Complete missions and
levels to unlock unique characters to play as, and craft stronger weapons.

Fortnite: Battle Royale
This mode was released after Save the World, on September 26th , 2017.

One Battle-Bus takes one hundred people to an island. The Battle-Bus is a bus that
flys in the air like a hot-air balloon. You can’t catch this bus and pay your fare to get
onto it, no. This is
a bus that can take you to a world unknown. As it floats over an island, you choose
your landing spot and jump out and at a certain height above ground, your glider automatically is used, and you float around for roughly ten seconds. When you have
landed at your preferred landing point, you search for weapons which come in rarities
that vary: Common (Grey), Uncommon (Green), Rare (Blue), Epic (Purple) and Legendary (Gold).
Modes
There are many modes in Fortnite, from 50 v 50 to Close Encounters.
50 v 50 = this is one of the modes released quite early, where there are 100 people
still, but in two teams of 50. This mode has evolved with big changes. When it was
first released, every player was on the same Battle Bus, and you must jump out at a
similar time to your teammates, or you will be wrecked by the enemy team.
In the edit, there were different Battle Buses for each team, travelling on opposite
sides of the map. There is a border between the Battle Buses for the teams to know
where your team’s area is. You find your loot, and proceed to the ring somewhere
along the border, where you battle it out for the Victory Royale.
Blitz: This mode is the exact same as the normal, except the storm comes in faster,
and more loot spawning in. Check everything. Leave no chest unopened, and leave no
house not searched.
Close Encounters: The same as the normal mode, just with only shotguns. No point
buildings a base, save your materials for the build battles. Shotguns don’t shoot far.
5 Teams of 20: 100 people. Five teams of 20. Each bus houses a team. Spawning at
different directions. The storm does more damage.
Final Fight: This is teams of 20, but with a twist. If there is still more than one team
standing, at the finish of the timer, the team with the most people standing wins.
Solid Gold: The normal mode, except every weapon you find is Legendary.
Sniper Shootout: The normal mode (once again) except it is only scoped weapons,
such as snipers, and hunting rifles.
Solo Showdown: A competition mode where there are the normal mode features. You
have to play fifty games of this, and your average placing will be put forward, and the
person who has the best placing wins 50 000 VBucks, the in-game currency.

Blitz Showdown: Solo Showdown, but with the Blitz features.
Final Fight (Teams of 12): Final Fight, but with eight teams of 12.
Playground Mode: This mode is where it is all about fun and practise. You make your
squad
or duo, and you have all of the island to yourselves, just to mess around. You can get
up to eight times materials, to make things quick. Challenge your friends in duels,
build battles or sniping. You have up to fifty- five minutes to play. Also, one-hundred
Llama Loot spawns in. In addition, there are many more Supply Drops. Your teammates don’t come up on your map, just like enemies wouldn’t in a normal game. Pickaxes don’t do any damage. When you die, you fall out of the sky above where you
died, and land again.
Words
Purple Scar = Epic Assault Rifle
Gold Scar = Legendary Assault Rifle
Purple Famas = Epic Burst Assault Rifle
Gold Famas = Legendary Burst Assault Rifle
Llama Loot = A piñata shaped like a llama with rainbow colours. Gives materials,
items and meds. Sadly, no weapons.
Supply Drop = A package that comes out of the sky. It gives three weapons, and at
least one Legendary weapon.
Shopping Trolley = A trolley that can suit a driver and passenger.
Jetpack = Flies you into the air and fuel can run out. Now removed. Legendary.
Utilities
Launch Pad: This boosts you into the sky again, and you can deploy your glider. Epic.
Cosy Campfire: Place this down near you and it slowly rises your health, but not your
shield. Rare.
Damage Trap: A trap that you can place on floor or wall. Shoots out spikes. Uncommon.
Bouncer Pad: This lets you jump high. No glider, but you don’t take any damage
when you hit the ground. Rare.
Llama Nerf: The Llama Loot used to give you five-hundred of each materials. In the
nerf, it only gives you two-hundred of each materials.

Locations
Loot Lake / Moisty Mire: When you run through the lake, you can not sprint. Best to
build over it.
Tilted Towers: Most popular location in Battle Royale. Filled with towers and about
30% of the deaths occur in here. Incredibly big.
Salty Springs: The Inner Suburbs. It is filled with houses, and one of them has a lair
under it.
Loot Lake: Covers the most area on the map. In the boats in the lake are chests. In the
middle of the lake is a big house.
Shifty Shafts: Shafts that are quite small and confusing.
Retail Row: Contains shops and houses. Time to go shopping!
Tomato Town: Has a pizza restaurant.
Anarchy Acres: A farm
Fatal Fields: Another farm.
Flush Factory: A factory that makes toilets.
Lucky Landing: Just like China Town.
Lonely Lodge: Hotels.
Dusty Depot: Three depots that store boxes. Now partly destroyed.
Dusty Divot: The Dusty Depot, except the meteor crashed into it at the start of Season
4. Is a crater storing the meteor inside.
Greasy Grove: Has a Burger Restaurant and a few houses.
Wailing Woods: It is filled with trees. Nothing more to say.
Risky Reels: It is filled with Hop Rocks and small houses.
Haunted Hills: Scary and has graves. There are also houses.
Snobby Shores: Humongous house, empty pool and field.
Pleasant Park: Houses, football field and roads.
Junk Junction: Where all the rubbish is thrown. Outside is a huge metal llama-shaped
statue.

Weapons
Pump Shotgun: Very strong shotgun, but is quite slow in its bullet fire speed. Uses
shells.
Tactical Shotgun: Not as strong as the Pump, but is quicker in bullet fire. Uses shells.
Heavy Shotgun: Epic and Legendary, it is as fast as the Tactical and stronger than the
Pump. Uses shells.
Pistol: This speaks for itself. Uses light bullets.
Dual Pistols; Double the pistol, double the fun. Uses light bullets.
Assault Rifle: Fast, strong. You always need this gun. Uses medium bullets.
Burst Assault Rifle: Shoots a round of three. Uses medium bullets.
Scoped Assault Rifle: The Assault Rifle, except with a scope with zoom and a slower
fire rate. Uses medium bullets.
Thermal Scoped Assault Rifle: The Scoped Assault Rifle, but tracks thermal signatures. Uses medium bullets.
Revolver: Strong, especially with headshots. Uses medium bullets.
Minigun: Heavy, takes time to power up. Mostly uses the tactic: Spray and Pray. Uses
light bullets.
Suppressed Submachine Gun: Silenced SMG, silent but deadly. Uses light bullets.
Tactical Submachine Gun: Fast and tactical. Uses light bullets.
Suppressed Pistol: Silenced, Epic and Legendary. Uses light bullets.
Light Machine Gun: Rapid, strong. Uses light bullets.
Drum Gun: Strong and fast like the light machine gun. Uses medium bullets.

Rocket Launcher: Shoots rockets. Uses rockets.
Grenade Launcher: Shoots grenades. Uses rockets!?!
Guided Missile: Shoots rockets that you can control. Uses rockets. Now removed.
Hand Cannon: Very strong, and can be carried. Uses heavy bullets.
Bolt-Action Sniper Rifle: It is a sniper that is very strong on a body shot and headshot. Uses heavy bullets.
Semi-Auto Sniper Rifle: Fast, but not as strong as the Bolt-Action. Uses heavy bullets.
Hunting Rifle: Is like a sniper, but has no scope, but very good aiming. Uses heavy
bullets.
Meds
Bandages: Increases your health by 15hp. Can’t use it after 75hp. Common.
Med Kit: Fills up your health to a hundred. Takes 10 seconds. Uncommon.
Mini Shield Potion; Fills up 25 shield. Can’t be used after 50 shield. Takes 2 seconds.
Uncommon.
Shield Potion: Fills 50 shield. Takes 5 seconds. Rare.
Slurp Juice: Slowly fills up 25 shield and health. 2 seconds to drink. Epic.
Chug Jug: Automatically fills all shield and health. Takes 15 seconds. Legendary.

Amur Leopards
Amur leopards are some of my absolute favourite animals of all time.
With approximately 80-100 of them left in the wild this species may be
the rarest wild can on the
planet.
Habitat
Amur leopards live in Russia,
China and Korea. Where the
weather is extremely cold
and snow is always on the
ground in winter. Their preferred habitat are forests.
They have been found on the
sea coast of Japan and the
Suchan Basin of south china. The leopards cover the area of 3000 square
km.
Why are They Endangered?
There are many reasons this species of cat is endangered but the main one
is poaching. They’ve been shot at then their body parts can be used for
traditional medicine that doesn’t work. Or their fur could become a rug.
Another thing which may happen is simply they will simply have pictures
taken so then the hunter becomes famous.
Still, poaching isn’t the only reason they are critically endangered
though logging and human settlement is also a key factor about how they

are nearly extinct. The settlement issue is people building and making the
forests into villages or the
building of more roads.
(Left) This dead Amur Leopard has probably got hit by
something or shot.

Diet
Amur leopards are carnivores, which means they eat meat and only meat.
Their diet consists of anything between mice all the way to deer and
bears. This really shows how flexible when it comes to food.
Why are they important & How are they being protected?
Amur leopards are actually very important to their environment because
they actually keep the environment balanced because they are the dominant predator in where they live.
The WWF, World Wildlife Fund an animal charity, works with local
communities in the regions of the Amur Leopard.
The Russian Government gave Amur leopards a “haven” in 2012 and is
known as the land of leopard National Park. It is 650,000 acres of land.

I hope you now know why we urgently need to save the amazing Amur
Leopard.
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